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NEWSLETTER

Thank You

2020 GATE RIVER RUN VOLUNTEERS.
BECAUSE OF YOU IT WAS A GREAT SUCCESS!

The Starting Line

Letter from the Editor - Bob Fernee
I’ll start with something happy, positive and uplifting.
Our greatest running event, the Gate River Run, was a
smashing success. It was the 43rd edition and, despite
the complication of having to move the starting line, it
was quite likely our best race ever. The day could not
have been better. It was almost cold at the start and as
you ran along it was like running through Jacksonville
with an air conditioner on full blast.
Kudos to race director Doug Alred and his crew for pulling
off such a magnificent, smooth race. I should say races,
for, as we know, there were lots of them: a 5k, a special
needs race, a kids’ run and a “run” for those who can’t
even run yet – our, ever-popular, Diaper Dash. Thanks
to April Patterson for another smooth as a baby’s bottom
race. I mean, crawl. It was her eighth consecutive time
as Crawl Director. Compliments also to Jane Alred who
organized another wonderful Runners’ Expo. And let’s
not forget JTC Running’s Larry Sassa, who did such a
great job with our club’s hospitality tent. I’ve said it before
and I am sure that I will say it again, our Gate River
Run hospitality tent is, by itself, worth the price of our
membership fee.
Now onto the bad stuff and you know what that is:
COVID-19, Coronavirus. We were very fortunate to pull
off the GRR when we did. One week later and think what
might have happened. Sporting events all over the world
have been cancelled or postponed due to the virus. Entire
cities are now on virtual lock-down, we have never seen
anything like it. Worse still is that we have no idea when
it might end.
The virus has affected local running events. Races
throughout March and April are all gone or moved. JTC
Running’s Doug Alred has informed me that events
scheduled during the month of May are still undecided.
There has been very little communication from the City of
Jacksonville (without them, you can’t do anything). Alred
hopes that the 1st Place Sports 5k favorite, The Run For
The Pies, set for June 13, will be OK. Only time will tell.
Here at The Starting Line we have a scientist that we
can turn to, Jeff Wight of Jacksonville University. Jeff has
written a timely, informative article about the virus and
how to train around it.
Nutritionist Jon Vredenburg tells us how to fortify our
immune systems during these trying times. You should
read his article in this issue.
Sadly, the Grim Reaper is on people’s minds these days
and club member and contributor Everett Crum counters
that with a poetic treat called Don’t Let The Old Man In.
Everett thanks Toby Keith, the country music star, and

Clint Eastwood, aka Dirty Harry, for helping. You’ll see
what I mean.
When it comes to racing, is it mostly physical or mental?
Runner, coach, author, Jay Birmingham weighs in with his
opinion in his story, On Becoming A Mental Giant. It is a
thought-provoking read. I know you will like it.
It was coach Jay who, in the span of about nine weeks,
took me from a physical shamble and turned me into a
man who felt he could win the Gate River Run. I didn’t, by
the way, but nevertheless, I was far fitter and faster than
I was before he kindly took me under his wing. He is part
saint and part sage – a running sage. In this issue, Jay
has also reported some unusual GRR results.
JTC Running’s Sean McCormack is another runner,
coach and author. Sean has decided that it is all about
the training. Want to be a good runner? Start training.
Want to start training correctly? Start reading. Sean’s
story, The Fitness Staircase, is inside this issue and you
shouldn’t miss it.
Have you thought about your posterior lately? Apparently,
a lot of people have because we can see the panic run
on toilet paper in every store across the land. Will we
ever live down the 2020 Lust For The Toilet Roll? I think
not, but this is different. Mark Baughman has written an
informative article about how important your posterior is
to your running success. He refers to it as the “posterior
chain,” and he explains it inside.
Please be careful and stay safe. May the only Corona
you encounter be one of those Mexican beers. Oh dear,
Coronavirus has hurt them too. Corona beer, owned by
Grupo Modelo and Anheuser-Busch InBev, has reported
a loss of $170 million since Coronavirus hurt their good
name in 2019. According to a CNN report, 38% of
Americans refuse to drink it these days. Don’t panic, calm
down and drink a Corona beer. (And no, I don’t own stock
in Grupo Modelo. If I did, I’d pull it.)
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President's Letter - Larry Roberts
Greetings!
As of this writing the Coronavirus seems to be
impacting more events every day. JTC Running
has suspended our coached workouts Wednesday
mornings and evenings. We recommend that all
runners train individually for the time being. Coach
Paul Smith has offered to respond to training
questions by email and social media. Watch the
JTC Running website and Facebook page for
updates as things develop.
Now the good news: we got this year’s Gate River
Run in before conditions changed!!
I know that I say it every year, but it
is true every year: what a great
Gate River Run! JTC Running’s
premiere event went off like
clockwork, even with the
altered start line and first mile
of the course. The competition
up front was fierce and exciting.
The weather perfect for running.
Well, it was perfect until we started
up the Hart Bridge and headed
into that bracing head wind. The party
atmosphere in the fairgrounds afterwards was
fun-- especially for those of us in the JTC Running
hospitality tent.
I want to give a shout out right now to JTC
Running’s vice president Larry Sassa for the
hospitality tent experience. He works hard each
year to make sure the caterer is set up and the
beer is cold. It pays off in one of the best perks
of a JTC Running membership. Hats off again to
our club’s Board of Directors! Doug Alred, Race
Director, and Stuart Toomey, Major Domo, along
with their support team, produced a fine-tuned
event. Trib LaPrade once again did the announcing
in his outstanding manner. He gave me the
opportunity to address the field of 15k runners
just before the race’s start. My remarks welcomed

everyone to the race and reminded them that
the event is owned by JTC Running, a non-profit
that invests the race proceeds in support of local
causes, such as the Emerald Trail and Marathon
High. I think that it is important for all of us to take
every opportunity to tell our very positive story!
If conditions allow, the next meet in our 2020 Track
Meet Series is set for May 9 at Bartram Trail High
School. As always, registration is free online and
good for all meets. Three more track meets are to
follow: May 30, June 13, and June 27. All of those
three will be held at The Bolles School on San Jose
Boulevard.
We are very excited about the first
VyStar Emerald Trail 5k, to be held
on Saturday, Sept. 5. The Club is
underwriting all expenses for the
race so that the entire proceeds
will go to funding the Trail. The
event will be staged from the
Duval County Courthouse lawn.
The route starts there, running west
to the planned first new construction of
the Emerald Trail, and up the existing S-line
section to finish at Andrew Robinson Elementary
School. Buses will bring participants back to
the Courthouse for the award ceremony and
refreshments. Look for registration to open soon at
1stPlaceSports.com.
Be safe, keep running, and partake of virtual hugs
and handshakes!
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The Fitness Staircase
I have always pictured, (maybe because I’m a
visual learner), that getting really fit is akin to slowly
climbing a flight of stairs. Each ascending step to
the top is a result of hard work, dedication to the
goal, and consistency. Sometimes, you can take 2-3
steps at a time, while others may linger and plateau
on a step for what seems like eternity.

in my opinion, it applies to all runners at every level.
So, before I address the “nuts & bolts” of these
principles and how I have applied them, let me
first address why this concept can be a significant
challenge. What I have come to learn about runners
in general, is how incredibly disciplined we are as
a group. Hard to argue, that we like our routines,

Usually, if you are new to distance running, or have

and we can find it a real struggle to deviate from

just tested the waters occasionally, when you start

our comfort zones. It takes the form of one or more

on a sensible and well thought out training plan,

of some of the following: same time of day, same

those first steps at the bottom of the staircase are

courses, same distances, weekly plans that look like

easy to climb. For example, when I started training

they are carbon copies with no or minimal variation.

in 1981, I quickly worked up to eleven miles per

We are the ultimate creatures of habit and discipline

day in just a few months. I didn’t even have a

compared to most. Not necessarily a bad trait at all

training plan and virtually no knowledge…but my

but let me explain how it can hold you back from

consistency combined with some hidden talent, led

ascending the performance staircase.

to dramatic improvements almost each time I raced.
Initially, I thought that this running thing is really
a piece of cake. In fact, in a period of about nine
months I improved from a 2:54 to a 2:33 marathon.
Wow! I thought…in a year I’ll be competing with the
best…this sport is easy!!! But then reality set in. I
hit that step on the staircase where improvements
were no longer coming. It wasn’t until I joined a
running club and started to learn from experienced
runners and coaches, that I needed to vastly alter
my approach to “take that next step up.”
My point is simple from the snippet above…as you
get faster and stronger…the stairs become harder to
climb, and the improvements more incremental. To
reach your full potential, and we all have limitations
from what God gives us, you must continue to
adjust and adapt your training with a reasonable,
logical, and strategic sound plan which is grounded
in proven principles. This approach will maximize
where you land on the performance staircase, and
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Now let’s look at some key principles to consider;
1. Adaptation – When I became certified as a
USTAF coach about a decade ago, one of the
learnings that really stuck with me is that the
runner will adapt to a training regimen in about
28 days. So, if nothing changes in your plan, in
about a month you have reached full adaptation
to your workload. This is an extremely important
principle for the seasoned runner especially that
is experienced and has a solid base of training.
In this circumstance, I learned over the years to
advocate making adjustments to training, even
if those changes are slight. In fact, if you have a
sound training approach, the changes should not
be dramatic, as injury risk and over exertion/fatigue
could have very real negative consequences. In my
opinion, every 21 days, I advocate for an adjustment
before adaptation fully sets in. This is such an
important part of “shocking the body” a little bit at a
time and will hasten your climb to the “next step up.”

The Starting Line / Written by Sean McCormack

The Fitness Staircase
2. Volume & Intensity – So, now the question is

start clicking. That’s when you accelerate climbing

how should this adaptation occur? Is there a secret

the stairs. A quick illustration…a 5k runner who

formula? a magic wand? a tried and true approach?

consistently hits the first mile strong and under

Well, the short answer is yes and no. Certainly, it

target pace, but each succeeding mile drops off.

is the gold standard that increasing volume, and/

Maybe as much as 20-30 seconds per mile, or

or increasing training intensity over time is the

more. Let’s assume he was doing plenty of weekly

foundation of performance improvement. However,

miles, and hitting the track with 400’s, 800’s,

that perfect recipe is unique to every individual

ladders etc. But his typical rest interval was 2-3

runner. The secret sauce is knowing your strengths

minutes between repetitions. The first thing I would

and weaknesses and seeking good council as well

consider is adjusting the rest interval variable and

to find the perfect formula of volume and intensity

decreasing recovery so that recovery was truly

that works best for you. Now let me give you

incomplete. Perhaps from 1:30 minutes to start,

something else to consider that makes the recipe a

and then in 21 days to 1:15, and in another 21 days

little bit more complicated.

to 1 minute. Number of repetitions could also be

a. Volume is Volume – This is straightforward. As
examples; more mileage, more repetitions on your
quality days. And when volume increases, generally
intensity must initially decrease to compensate
for the increased volume, until fitness improves.
However, over an extended macrocycle of training
both should increase as you get fitter, especially for
longer competitions such as the marathon.
b. Intensity is both speed & rest interval – This is
such an incredibly important concept that many
runners fail to adequately consider. Sure, everyone
equates intensity to running faster, but far too few
equate intensity to decreasing the rest interval.

adjusted. Maybe at first, the number of repetitions
is decreased to offset the intensity gained by
decreasing rest. Perhaps the number of repetitions
is the same, but we go just a bit slower. (still below
VO2Max). Maybe we add a few repetitions if we
decrease the speed, all while we decrease the rest
interval variable.
I think you get the point from this hypothetical
example. When you understand that intensity
has in fact two components, there are so many
combinations you can consider. What’s exciting, is
that when you start to zero in on what’s working…it
becomes crystal clear.

(Please refer to my first article, Decreasing the

So, hopefully you found this a worthwhile read,

Interval to Increase Strength.) A solid training

and if I provided one or two nuggets, I would be

program will alter all three of these variables over

extremely happy.

the course of a training plan. A sensible runner
and coach will try and find the perfect balance that
is customized to each individual runner. It can be
challenging, but also exhilarating when you know

Good Running, and keep climbing the staircase
Sean
seanmichaelmccormack@gmail.com

you have found what is working between these
three variables. And when you do, things really
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Wow! Training; It Still Works
Gate River Run 2019, boy, for me that was
a bad one. After running in the first 41 River
Runs, I thought I had seen all that the good,
bad and ugly had to offer, but edition number
42 was awful. I was in horrible shape, as I
knew, but being one of the exalted Gate River
Run “Streakers” (aka, man with monkey on his
back) I was compelled, virtually obligated, to
“run” it. Running only meant finishing, and in
my condition not an easy thing to do. I forgot

decades as a runner, and I myself have even
been a coach from time to time, couldn’t I have
created my own training plan? Yes, I could, but I
knew it would fail. After two weeks or so I would
be lazy, my commitment would dry up, and I
would not follow it. If that happened, Gate River
Run 2020 would be no better than 2019. My
rationale was: If Jay writes it, I will feel guilty if I
fail him, so I will do it. Simple.

to mention, I was 68-years old at the time – not
exactly a young buck bursting out of the starting
blocks.

devise my training, I won’t let him down. Me, yes,
him, no,” I mused.

Running with my pals Jay Birmingham and
Rodney Smith, I discovered early, by the fourmile mark, how terrible my condition truly was. To
make matters very much worse, by the five-mile
split my right hip flexor went out and I was left
limping and hobbling for the rest of the 9.3-mile
course. Every time I lifted my right leg, it hurt,
and each time I placed it on the ground it hurt
some more. It was agony.
Somehow, I made it through, but the experience
was enough to make me swear off the race
forever, or, so I thought.
Jay and Rodney didn’t want me to quit. Jay said,
“hip flexors always get better.” Rodney said, “but
you’re a Streaker, you can’t quit.” Obviously,
quitting this race and pulling that monkey from
my shoulders wasn’t going to be easy. They
made me promise to finish one more GRR.
“Looks like I’m going to have to do the thing
again,” I said to myself. “But how, how?”
I decided to turn myself over to a pro. I asked
Jay Birmingham to be my coach. After all my
7 The Starting Line
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“If Jay goes through the time and trouble to

Jay Birmingham has an encyclopedic mind
when it comes to running. I swear he wrote the
book. He knows everything about running and
training. Maybe he wasn’t a runner straight out
of the womb, but it was close. He has been a
competitive runner and coach pretty much all his
life.
Jay has coached at the high school and
university levels. He ran across the United
States, he ran from Key West to the northern tip
of Maine. He ran across Death Valley. He ran up
and down Pikes Peak so many times that he has
worn it down. He originated the Badwater Ultra
race. I think he runs in his sleep. Although sleep
is something, he does little of; he’s up at five
every morning to do, guess what? more running.
At the age of 74 he still runs ultras. He is, quite
frankly, amazing.
It was a nine-week training plan from January
5 up to race day, March 7. Jay’s coaching was
so simple that it was genius. (I hesitate to use
the term “stable genius.”) To simplify, I think
his philosophy was: Put it all in and don’t take

The Starting Line / Written by Bob Fernee

Wow! Training; It Still Works
anything out until race day. I likened it to a big
bucket and every time you run then you fill the
bucket a little more. You go on filling it and you
never let any of the water out until the time has
come. You get fitter and stronger every day
while all the time holding back. Building, always
building. Patience is an important factor.
My training weeks evolved around two runs:
The “key run” and the “secondary run.” Jay laid
out each key and secondary run that I could
do on any days of the week. Once the key and
secondary runs were decided the rest of the
week was up to me. I could fill it in with shorter
runs, four or five milers, or I could take a day
or two off. However, he warned that “a day you
do not run is a day you CANNOT improve.” I
resolved to run six days a week, every week.
The key run was an endurance run building
stamina and getting accustomed to being on
the feet for an extended time: 60 minutes, 90
minutes, 120 minutes. 9-miles, 10-miles. LSD,
as we used to say, or, long slow distance.
Jay said the pace was immaterial, and walking
breaks were fine. What mattered was timeon-legs. I found these runs to be as much a
mental test, as well as a physical one. Due
to my bad experience at the 2019 GRR I was
fearful of anything over six miles. Probably
because that was about as far as I had
been running for the past several years. In
February I noticed something very odd but very
comforting: I had lost my fear of nine miles. It
was like turning back the clock. I remembered
the old days when running nine miles was
routine, nothing to it. Now, at the ripe old age

of 69 that feeling was returning. I was brimming
with confidence, and yet another year had
elapsed. My running was headed in the right
direction for the first time in ages.
“Ah, but I was so much older then, I’m younger
than that now,” Bob Dylan.
Well, not exactly, I just like that phrase. At least
my outlook was more youthful. There was
coach Jay’s other fundamental: The secondary
run. The secondary, in a second.
I attended the GRR expo feeling like I
belonged. “My brotherhood of runners, I have
returned!” I felt like yelling. I collected my race
packet and swag, as well as my JTC Running
wristband that allowed me access to the club’s
convenient hospitality tent and its wonderful
advantages: secured bag check, water, beer,
wine, food, toilets, and a nice place to sit down
to rest weary legs.
I arrived early on race morning, caught up with
my running pals, Rodney Smith and coach Jay
Birmingham and prepared myself for the 9.3
miles that I was genuinely looking forward to.
The new, temporary starting line was rather
chaotic and not nearly as orderly as those from
years before. Colored race bibs were intended
to put people into waves according to pace
but those designations went down the mighty
St. Johns River it seemed. Still, I got off to a
smooth, quick start.
The first mile was a surprise, I couldn’t
recognize anything. The necessary shift from
one starting line street to another one also
meant an entirely new first mile. I didn’t see
the Mile 1 race clock so by the time I checked
8 The Starting Line
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Wow! Training; It Still Works
my GPS watch at the base of the Main Street
Bridge I realized that I had already run more than
a mile. (It’s always nice to learn you have done
more than you thought you had.)
“Run within yourself, stay on pace, and if you
have plenty left then pick it up at mile six or
seven,” Jay advised.
By mile two I knew I was running well within
myself but doing a 9:30 pace rather than
10-minute one.
“Don’t panic. You’re running great, you may be
fitter than you thought, or maybe it is the perfect
conditions,” I thought reassuring myself.
The day might have been the best that we have
ever encountered. At the start it was almost cold.
The suffocating Florida humidity was entirely
gone, and in this “Chamber of Commerce”
perfect weather it was a fine day to run. Running
is never effortless, but in the conditions of March
7 it seemed so. Garments were strewn along the
course as those who wore too much discarded
them. Must have been a great day to be a
homeless person out shopping. Well, not so sure
it is ever a great day to be a homeless person,
still.
The San Marco area was beautiful, as always,
and the residents came out to encourage us and
urge us on, just as they do every year. The first
four miles were a cinch and I was nearly halfway.
Coach Jay’s “secondary run” was pointed
toward quality. This meant Intervals, something
I thought I would never do again in this lifetime.
(What are Intervals? If you don’t know then you
should attend the JTC Running Wednesday
track sessions. Details on the back page of this
9 The Starting Line
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issue.) I found myself standing on the track at
Jacksonville University with Rodney about to
run 8x400 meters. I wondered if I wasn’t in the
Twilight Zone. “Surely this can’t be happening,”
I thought. But it did, and soon afterward it was
half-mile intervals and mile repeats. Thanks to
coach Jay’s guidance, these intervals were not
eyeballs-out, fast-as-you-can-go affairs, they
were far more measured and controlled. It was
more about pace judgement. Yes, once again,
I was putting in and not taking out. Building:
physically and mentally.
Being concerned over my race and pace, this
year I turned down the offers of mimosas, bacon
and beer from the friendly folks along the GRR
course. Leaving San Marco and turning on to
Atlantic Blvd. is no one’s favorite part of the
route. It’s a drag, and I dug in with the idea of
ending it as soon as possible. When we turned
into the delightful neighborhood of St. Nicholas
things were looking up, or should I say down, for
we were running slightly downhill, which meant a
chance to recover. I passed the 10k clock feeling
good and still on my 9:30 pace.
One of Jay’s secondary training runs turned out
to be quite the little killer: Run over the Vilano
Bridge, run four miles on the coquina sand of
Vilano Beach (which can be like quicksand),
then two more climbs up the Vilano Bridge. This
sadistic idea proved to be exhausting and it took
me a couple of days to feel “fresh” again.
With seven miles behind me I pondered whether
I should attempt to pick up the pace. Afterall, this
would be the time and place. Since I had been
ahead of the race plan, I decided not to muck
things up and ruin things by trying to run

The Starting Line / Written by Bob Fernee

Wow! Training; It Still Works
too hard.
“Patience, patience,” I told myself.
Before I knew it, I was going up the on-ramp
of the Hart Bridge. I looked ahead and saw
the dreaded visage of the “Green Monster.”
In recent years I needed to walk most of the
bridge’s incline, would it be the same this time?
I dug in, while trying to remember and utilize
proper hill running form. I was running, not fast,
but running, and I was determined to not walk.

the run in, I even managed an old fashioned
“sprint” finish. I was handed a bottle of muchappreciated water and a much-deserved
medallion that was bigger and heavier than
ever. Could they become more gigantic?
I can’t say that I was sad the race was over.
I was feeling it towards the end, due mostly
to the Hart Bridge and that fierce wind. I was
thankful for the cool, perfect day. I was equally
thankful to my coach and his fabulous training

I can happily report that I never did.

plan that made all the difference to my race.

“This is no worse than the Vilano Bridge, and
when I reach the top it’s not the thick beach
sand, it’s downhill. Keep going, you can do
this,” I repeated to myself.

I got so carried away that I even started
thinking about Gate River Run 2021. Perhaps I
was just delirious. I was sure this would be my
last. Then again, I said that in 2019. Now, who
knows?

That’s a good thing about tough training, it
helps make you tough. You know that you have
done it before, you survived, and you can do
it again. Toughness came in handy near the
bridge’s peak where there was a more than
brisk headwind. Brisk? It was a semi-gale.
I picked up a few places on the downhill and

I am resolved to keep my renewed running and
“comeback” alive. The thought of the summer
is rather upsetting though I must admit. I
wonder if coach Jay can invent a swimming
pool training plan? But one thing is certain,
training; it still works.

Special Thanks!
THANKS!
TO ALL 2020 GATE RIVER RUN
VOLUNTEERS
BECAUSE OF YOU
IT WAS A WONDERFUL, SUCCESSFUL EVENT
JTC RUNNING’S TRACK MEET SERIES
MAY 9 AT BARTRAM TRAIL HIGH SCHOOL
MAY 30, JUNE 13 AND 27 AT BOLLES
FREE TO ONLINE ENTRIES AT JTCRUNNING.COM
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Nutrition and Immunity
This article is being written during an
unprecedented time in our society. We are
dealing with the impact of the coronavirus and
wondering what we can do to help ourselves, and
our community. Unfortunately, misinformation can
be just as viral as factual news. With regards to
nutrition, there are some facts that you must be
aware of when you are pondering what role your
diet plays in supporting your immune function.
First, there is no dietary supplement or food that is
going to offer protection against disease causing
organisms. The best protective measures are
still hand washing and avoiding crowded areas.
Supplement manufacturers may tout surprising
benefits, but due to deregulation they do not need
to provide any evidence to support the claims.
Drugs on the contrary, whether over the counter or
prescription, must have evidence of effectiveness
in order to be sold. The contents of dietary
supplements are also not tightly regulated, which is
how some professional athletes can get into trouble
with performance-enhancing drug tests while using
them. Keep in mind, that extraordinary claims
should be backed by extraordinary evidence.
While dietary supplements may not offer protection,
getting fruits and vegetables with your meals, along
with adequate protein and calories is the best
way to use nutrition for optimal immune function.
Running is an ideal activity during socially distant
times, but not giving your body adequate food
to fuel activity can lead to immunosuppression
and make you more susceptible to infections. In
addition, adequate rest between sessions, and
at night, are essential to maintain robust immune
function too. If you have increased your training
load, make sure you are complementing each
session with well-balanced meals and that you
are also avoiding crash dieting during these times.
Check your weight weekly to see that you are
getting the energy your body needs.
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During periods where your training level may be
increased it is a good time to take stock in your diet
to ensure it provides good sources of vitamin C and
vitamin D. Low vitamin D status is linked to a higher
risk of upper respiratory infections. Vitamin D levels
are often checked at your doctor’s office during a
routine physical, but if not, be sure to ask. Besides
sunlight, food sources of vitamin D include salmon,
sardines and milk. Vitamin C is often heralded as
an immune ‘superhero’, but the amount needed
to be healthy can easily be obtained from many
different fruits and vegetables. Some research has
shown that ultra-endurance athletes supplementing
with 500 mg of vitamin C per day have lower
rates of respiratory infections during training and
competitions, but that does not mean everyone
needs to go overboard with the nutrient.
Vitamins and minerals do play important roles in
immune function, but in a society with food as
plentiful as ours, deficiencies are not common. If
you still feel compelled to add a supplement to your
diet, consider a popular branded daily multivitamin
with minerals, if you use anything at all. These
products often have better manufacturing practices
than the lesser known brands. If you find yourself
drawn to the various ‘immune boosting’ effervescent
tablets, save your money and opt for the generic
version instead: sweet tarts.

The Starting Line / Written by Mark Baughman

The Posterior Chain of a Runner
How many times as a runner have you heard
that your glutes are important? Probably more
times than you can count! I wanted to take this
opportunity to put that statement into a bigger
picture understanding of how your muscles work
with running. The best way to understand how
the gluteus maximus functions with running is to
understand it within the concept of the posterior
chain of your leg.
The posterior chain of your leg is made up of
your gluteus maximus, the three muscles of your
hamstring (biceps femoris, semitendinosis, and
semimembranosis), and your gastrocnemius and
soleus that make up your calf, and although it’s
not a muscle, the plantar fascia should also be
considered part of it.
As you read through the list of the anatomy above
you may be getting anxious because from that
list of muscles are some of the sites of the most
common and debilitating running injuries. The
dreaded hamstring strain during track work outs,
the all too common calf strain in those of us over
40 years old, and the worst of them all - plantar
fasciitis. It should be no surprise then, that if
you injured one of those muscles that you get a
secondary injury or overuse problem in another
one. The reason for this is because all those
muscles function as one unit during the running
cycle.

Now back to where we started, the glute max.
This muscle is the largest muscle in our body from
a physiological cross-sectional area perspective.
Its role in human movement, and in running
particularly, is to create hip extension which is the
first part of the triple extension movement of the
backside mechanics with running. So, if your glute
max is weak or not engaging well, it will significantly
decrease your running economy. It will also put
more stress on your hamstrings to extend your hip
and may even trickle down the chain to affect your
calf and plantar fascia.
Making sure you have a strong glute max and are
able to engage it well and not just rely on your
hamstrings is vital to good backside mechanics with
running and is crucial to good force development,
to create power in your run. So, if you want to
improve your power with running, be able to run
hills better, and protect yourself from injury, make
sure to do strength training of the posterior chain
and make sure to engage your glute max.

Mark Baughman DPT, ATC, OCS
Coltman and Baughman Physical Therapy
350 13th Ave South
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
(904) 853-5106

The posterior chain is responsible for the backside
mechanics of your run. Backside mechanics
are everything during the run cycle where we're
pushing the leg back into the ground and creating
triple-extension. This is what is used to propel you
forward during your running as your hip, knee,
and ankle extend as one unit. These muscles are
responsible for creating the power to push you
forward and are also the muscles responsible for
being able to generate speed.
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Wide World of Running: On Being a Mental Giant
Every reader of these essays has already figured
out the best part about running: You get out of it
what you put into it. No lackadaisical teammate
can spoil it for you. No whistle-blowing official can
recall your best effort. And (the truth hurts) if you
don’t train, you lose your fitness and can’t run as
well as you know you could.
When I was younger and aspiring to be a
champion, I was influenced by blood-and-guts
coaches who suggested that the difference
between any two runners was who had the most
mental toughness. If you lost a race, you just didn’t
want it badly enough. If you couldn’t reach a record
time, you just didn’t have the requisite will-to-win.
For nearly 20 years, I internalized those
philosophies and believed that I lacked the Right
Stuff to accomplish many of my goals. But as
I logged tens of thousands of training miles,
hammered up hills and sand dunes, and dug as
deeply as I could possibly dig, I grew to realize that
my failures were more physiological than mental.
By this time, I had met hundreds of other running
enthusiasts of all abilities: Olympians, joggers,
serious age-groupers, and fun-runners. Their
ambitions spanned the gamut from winning
gold medals to earning a finisher T-shirt. Their
commitments ranged from full-time professional to
an occasional trot around the block.
What did my sisters-and brothers-in-sneakers teach
me? That every runner is, at times, a mental giant.
I’ve seen efforts in training runs that will never
be surpassed by podium toppers at the races. I
have witnessed bloody-footed persistence by truly
mediocre runners that raised them, in my esteem,
to the loftiest pinnacle of running achievement. I
have seen obese beginners transform themselves
into fit comrades, demonstrating so much selfcontrol that I marvel at their will power.
Most of my heroes are no-names to the world,
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but are indelibly archived in my memory for their
courage and persistence. They did not “overcome
the odds.” They overcame the ubiquitous viscosity
of fatigue, of faltering faith in themselves, of
nagging injury or personal tragedy, and they
persevered. They finished the race, or the workout,
or simply got out the door, in the dark, and gave it
one more try.
You see, the person that I admire most is you.
You have that intangible quality that seems so
lacking in most of the other people in our world, the
quality of taking a risk. You believe that your future
will be improved if you go out for a run. You know
your faults and frailties, but nevertheless, make the
effort, consciously and daily, to become a better you
through your efforts.
At the start of 2020, your year was filled with
promise and resolution. But when recidivism claws
each of us down to our starting point, we will snarl
back into action. You and I will lace up our shoes,
pull on a shirt, and break into a jog. We will seek,
and find, muscles that become more compliant
with each mile. We know our ragged breathing will
smooth out, our lungs delivering great quantities of
oxygen to our blood, which in turn, nourishes our
muscles.
We will pursue the satisfying addiction of fitness.
And with each run, we realize that we are mental
giants in a world of Lilliputians. We choose to be
that way. It is a path, a very good path, and we
take it again and again.

The Starting Line / Written by Jay Birmingham

2020 Gate River Run Report
The 43rd running of the 15,000-meter GATE River Run, JTC Running's premier event, was held
on March 7, 2020. Twelve thousand, three hundred twenty (12,320) people crossed the finish
line.
Approximately 30 men and one woman have completed every one of the forty-three River Runs.
Carol Newby, a retired teacher from St. Augustine is now the sole female "Streaker."
Following are some statistics for this year's race: The official temperature at the start was 48
degrees Fahrenheit. Wind was from the northeast at 14 miles per hour, gusty on the Hart Bridge.
Elite women were started first, followed by elite men along with runners in Wave One.
Wave Two started a few minutes later, then Wave Three, and finally Wave Four. The places
are listed by Order of Finish across the timing mats, but the runner's timing chip time is shown.

1. Marielle Hall (28) 48:52, Portland, OR, winner by 58 seconds.
8. Ridouane Harroufi (38) 44:42, Ft.Collins, CO, men's winner.
100th place Overall, Robert Rankin (36) 55:52, Kingsland, GA
100th male, Josue Valazquez (29) 57:54, Orange Park
100th female, Rachel Sale (32) 1:07:32, Jacksonville Beach
1000th finisher, Lynne Pope (59) 1:12:54, Clermont
2000th finisher, Will Lahnen (39) 1:20:53, Jacksonville
3000th finisher, April Penland (25) 1:24:41, Jacksonville
4000th finisher, Sarah Lowe (26) 1:31:00, Ponte Vedra Beach
Middle of the Field: 6160th, Anthony Massey (25) 1:43:30, Atlantic Beach
Final Official Finisher: 12,320th, Grasshopper Fowler (56) 3:42:29, St. Johns
Women finishers: 6,656 (54%)
Men finishers: 5,664 (46%)

Final note: Had the race been scheduled one week later, it would have been canceled due to
restrictions announced by the Jacksonville mayor due to the COVID-19 virus.
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My Top Kinesiology Running Tips to Help During this
Coronavirus Period
Bio: Jeff T. Wight, PhD
Assistant Professor of Kinesiology,
Jacksonville University
Director, JU Running Laboratory at 1st Place Sports
www.1stplacesports.com/runninglab
Member, First Place Sports Racing Team
My Top Kinesiology Running Tips to Help During
this Coronavirus Period
The coronavirus has brought human biology to
the forefront. I am amazed at the work done by
scientists to help us understand the origins of this
virus and the steps we must take to contain and
battle the virus. I am not a Medical Doctor, so I will
refrain from giving detailed “MD advice.” However,
I will share tips, from a kinesiological perspective,
to help you optimize your health and running during
this challenging time.
It’s very important for all us of to remain very fit
during the next few months. As we have all heard,
fit and healthy people tend to be far less affected
by the Coronavirus. Further, during this challenging
period of isolation, a consistent exercise regime
can help us to maintain a “rhythm” (and our mental
health). Therefore, my general recommendation
(for this Coronavirus time period) is to develop a
consistent exercise routine and to exercise nearly
every day. In this piece I will provide detailed tips
and guidance for the upcoming weeks.
Here is my overall message:
Exercise daily: Do a lot of exercise (large overall
volume) without ever “taxing” your body (like you
would during a race).
Essentially, I recommend that you treat the
upcoming weeks as a “base-building” time period.
Notice I am urging you to avoid pushing your limits.
I think it is safe to say that we have all gotten sick
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after pushing a workout too hard, increasing our
volume too fast, doing big workouts on little sleep,
etc. Typically, I am not one to preach against
“going for it”—since having kids I’ve done plenty
of “big workouts,” on four hours of sleep and
completed many 50+ mile weeks while running on
fumes! However, with the Coronavirus circulating,
I am going to avoid that risky behavior, and I think
that is best for you as well. At this point, we should
just use common sense and avoid taking it too far
(and making ourselves vulnerable to getting sick).
Maintain homeostasis.
So, for this time period, a major priority is to
“maintain your homeostasis”. You’ve probably
heard that scientific jargon before. We’ve all had
experiences where we have “lost” our homeostasis
during or after runs. For example, picture yourself
wiped out after a run and feeling like you absolutely
need to take a nap, or when your urine is REALLY
dark after a long run, or when you don’t feel like
eating after running and have to wait a couple
hours, or when your legs are cramping after a run,
etc. These instances are bound to happen from
time to time if/when we train very hard. But now
is probably not a good time to push yourself that
hard. When you leave homeostasis (because you
exercised too intensely), your body has to work
really hard to recover—these instances could make
us more prone to getting sick so I would train wisely
and make sure to avoid this scenario. Of course,
there are many other threats to our homeostasis.
We could become sleep deprived, drink too much
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My Top Kinesiology Running Tips to Help During this
Coronavirus Period
alcohol, get sunburned, get stressed-out, … I could
go on and on!
Eating is obviously a big thing to consider. I
remember one time, about 15 years ago, when I
ate a dinner that challenged my body’s ability to
maintain homeostasis. It was smoked fish (that was
also very fatty). It was a unique meal and certainly
a new experience for my body. It tasted pretty good,
but I should have just had a few bites, and treated
it like an appetizer, not a main course. When I went
to bed, I could tell that my body was struggling to
digest this new food. I woke up the next morning
sick, with a cold. I was frustrated with my decision
to eat too much of the fish. I was convinced that my
body had to put a lot of “attention” into digestion,
and that made me vulnerable to getting sick.
I have relived this experience several times over
the past ten years. We have three young children
in our home, so “germs from school” are a constant
threat and reality. Consequently, I must take my
eating and exercise behaviors very seriously!
Otherwise, I pay the price!
This approach reminds me of eating
recommendations for racing. Runners commonly
ask about eating strategies to prepare for races.
Over the years, I’ve noticed that the top experts
almost always give a simple answer: do what you
normally do during training. The simple idea is that
your body has been conditioned to your training
and eating habits that you have used in the weeks/
months leading up to your big race—don’t try new
stuff right before a race!
So, during this Coronavirus time period, try to
stay focused on eating in healthy, familiar, and
consistent ways. Avoid extreme eating episodes. I
think this simple approach is a great way to keep
yourself healthy and safe. I would recommend you
focus attention on that, rather than focusing on a
detail such as “searching for the fruit or vegetable

that delivers the most vitamin C.” Furthermore,
avoid doing something extreme like “going low
carb.” Instead, do something like gradually
incorporating more fruits and vegetables over two
weeks or so.
Alcohol is another potential threat and worth further
discussion. At a time like this, in Florida, during
“spring break,” it could be very easy to slip into
a daily “happy hour.” That approach may provide
some fun, but it also has great potential to get you
into a “slump.” Focusing on getting good sleep and
rising early to exercise is a better option during a
time like this. That may sound a little boring at first,
but after you do it a few days, and get momentum
going, and see the sun rise, you will likely feel
great and proud. Furthermore, you will have very
productive days, be in a good mood, and you will
feel good knowing that you are always ready for
your family and their needs.
Running Tips & Strategies.
As I mentioned, I strongly recommend that you
avoid over taxing yourself with big-time workouts
during this period. Furthermore, we have no races
in the near future. Consequently, we have entered
an “off-season” and there is no immediate need to
push our limits to prepare for an upcoming race.
The lack of races changes the ballgame for most
of us. Races motive us, and we commit to serious
goals for races. Consequently, it could be easy to
get into a “running slump.” Additionally, our group
runs have been canceled, so we are missing the
natural energy that others provide. So, we have a
few challenges to deal with.
We want to stay safe, fit, and healthy to keep our
immune system firing on all cylinders. At the same
time, we also want to come out of this Coronavirus
time period fit and rearing to go for the next round
of races!
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My Top Kinesiology Running Tips to Help During this
Coronavirus Period
I’m confident we can accomplish all these goals,
stay engaged, and further improve our running. So,
I will provide some ideas and strategies to help you
optimize your personal approach.
Running Objectives.
My general training advice for this Coronavirus
period would be:
1) Remain really fit (or even build fitness) during
this period by training with high volume (primarily at
a feel-good pace).
2) Complete lighter “speed workouts” (that you
enjoy) so that when the Coronavirus period passes
you are physically prepared to jump back into your
big workouts.
TIPS and EXAMPLES to help you better
understand.
Volume of running/exercise. As I mentioned, I
recommend you complete daily exercise and large
volumes of exercise (without taxing yourself.) It is
important for you to determine how much of your
exercise will be running. Perhaps you should start
by asking yourself, “Does it sound exciting/good
to complete my normal volume of running?” If the
answer is “yes” then running a lot, sounds like a
good option for you. If the answer is “no” then I
would replace some of your running with another
form of endurance exercise, such as biking (at feel
good pace) or speed walking.
Personally, I like to run about ten miles a day.
However, completing ten mile runs by myself
every day does not sound very exciting or doable.
Interestingly, scaling back my morning run to seven
miles sounds fine. So, I am going to start with that.
Also, I know my wife and daughter will be up for
three-mile evening runs whenever I want to double
up.
Cycling. Now is likely a great time for you to
incorporate some cycling into your exercise plan.
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I urge all runners to bike at least a bit. Personally,
I love to go for an early bike ride on Monday
morning for 1-1.5 hours. This feels great after a
weekend of running long miles. If I were to run on
Monday morning, my legs would feel bad and my
brain would not be very engaged. I would struggle
through three miles. But if I bike, I feel great—it hits
my muscles differently, helps with recovery, and I
can get a long workout in.
Also, keeping your legs used to cycling is great for
when you have a running setback. For example,
when you feel a “spot” that makes you nervous, the
general advice is to take two days off (of running).
But very often, that bad spot is not aggravated at all
by biking—so then you can bike for a couple days
without losing your rhythm.
Another quick story: In December, I aggravated
an old lower back injury from my baseball days. It
hurt to run and walk but I felt just fine biking. So,
believe it or not, I pounded out an hour of mountain
biking at Hanna Park nearly every day for a month.
In January, I was able to start running again and
it came back pretty darn quick since I lost minimal
fitness (and confidence).
So, during this coronavirus period, consider
establishing biking to maintain and or even increase
your exercise volume. Speed-walking could be
another great option.
Two-a-days.
Overall, I am a big fan of two workouts a day. I think
it can be great to run twice a day a couple times
each week. It can make your legs more resilient
and really engages the brain of many runners.
In this Coronavirus time period, I like the idea of
establishing an early morning workout (typically
your run) and then a second workout in the
PM. The second workout should probably be a
“feel good” workout like an easy bike ride or a
walk. I think this approach would help a lot of us
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mentally since we are going to be quite isolated.
Furthermore, the feel-good endurance workouts will
help you increase your overall volume of endurance
exercise which will help you maintain/build your
fitness base. Research has made it very clear that
large volumes of comfortable pace aerobic exercise
works great to build general fitness (capillaries,
mitochondria, energy storage, etc.). So, have at it!
But listen to your body. For example, if your knee
starts hurting from too much biking then go for a
walk, etc.
Adjusting your major workouts. (Long run, tempo
run, track workout)
Traditionally, serious runners complete three major
workouts. I will address each one of these to help
you come up with a plan. Overall, I don’t think
you should feel pressure to continue these major
workouts. Instead, I would urge you to scale back.
Instead, I will urge you to complete workouts that
are engaging, that will keep you prepped so that
you will be ready to return to major workouts when
the time comes.
Long Run. Our long runs vary from 4-20 miles
depending on how serious we are. A lot of our
serious runners in town try to maintain a 16-mile
long run that is usually completed on the weekend
with others. Personally, I do not feel excited about
completed 16 mile runs by myself. Furthermore,
even when I am really fit, these runs test my limits,
so I plan to avoid that. I will probably maintain a
10-mile run each week instead. And on that 10-mile
long run day, I will likely run 3-6 more in the PM
with my kids while they bike. So, I will continue
to get the volume in (for fitness), but I will avoid
taxing myself (physically and mentally). Using that
approach, it will be fairly easy for me to reestablish
my 16-mile long run when the time is right.
Moreover, I will be excited to do it because I will
still be fit. I urge you to similarly scale down your
long run. Like I mentioned, you should be able to

keep your volume high without taxing yourself. As
far as pace goes, I will probably reduce that by 30
seconds per mile. I will take a 1-2 minute-break a
few times throughout the 10-mile run. These simple
measures will help to keep me in homeostasis and
prevent injuries. Again, there is no reason to push
your limits when you are in a building phase.
Speed work. Most serious runners complete a
weekly track workout (3-4 miles of hard running,
¾-mile to 1-mile repeats on the track with 1-3
minutes rest) and a weekly tempo run (2 to 4-mile
continuous run at 10K to marathon pace). These
workouts are tough and take us to our limits. So,
we need to be careful with these workouts.
Traditionally, major speed workouts like this
are avoided during the base building phase in
endurance sports like running and cycling. For
most of us, I think it makes sense to scale back the
volume and/or effort of these workouts.
My plan is pretty simple: I am going to do one light
track workout each week. Each week, I am going to
do ten 100 meter runs on 30 seconds to 1-minute
rest. I do these a little faster than my 1-mile race
pace. I love this workout. Running fast makes my
legs feel strong and it keeps my legs loose for a
few days. This workout is challenging but it does
not take me to my limits. It keeps my legs strong
and sharp, but the volume is low, so it does not
“beat me up.” Another, mini-track workout I like is
four 400m runs on 1.5 minutes rest. Again, I do
these at 80% effort. I am not trying to gain major
fitness—I’m just trying to stay strong, stay loose,
keep a quick “turnover,” etc. During this time period,
the fitness is coming from completing large volumes
of easy running, not track workouts. As races
approach again, I can gradually build up track and
tempo runs over 6+ weeks.
Again, I don’t see the need to go push hard tempo
runs during this phase. A great alternative is to
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complete a weekly progression run. This means
that you do the first half of a run at a feel-good
pace. Then, for the second half of the run, you
build up the speed. Ideally, by the last mile, you
are cruising at “tempo pace” and feeling good.
These progression runs are a great way to build
and maintain fitness. Then, when it is time to build
up a serious tempo run, you will already be close,
because you are already used to pushing your
tempo pace at the end of a longer run.

If the progression run does not sound good to you,
other alternatives exist. For example, you could
complete a couple of 400m runs (say at 10K-half
marathon pace) at the end of a run. Feel free to
take a couple minute break before (and between)
the 400s. Or, you could complete a couple of 400s
within a longer run. I love these “fartlek” style
workouts.
All these approaches work well. So, I recommend
you try the approaches that sound most engaging.
What is important for you to know is that a little bit
of speed training goes a long way. The same is true
for weight training. The basic idea is that 75% of
the benefits come from 25% of the training. You will
get a “big bang” from a little speed work.
Run by feel. During this time, I think it is important
to run by feel, since our goal is to “maintain
homeostasis.” Keep some flexibility in your running
schedule. For example, I would recommend
incorporating some “speed” on either Tuesday or
Wednesday. If you begin a run on Tuesday, and
don’t feel great, then do your speed on Wednesday!
I think the main thing is to honestly assess your
overall physiology each day. When I don’t feel
very good, I often try two quick things. First, I will
walk for a minute. Sometimes, that clears me out.
Second, I will do a couple sets of strides (I run
“faster” for about 50 meters). Sometimes, a couple
of sets of strides gets my physiology going and
suddenly I feel normal, maybe even great. But
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some days, maybe 1 of out 10, I just feel a little
light-headed, like my body is not able to optimally
deliver energy. I don’t plan to push it on those days,
and I recommend that you refrain as well.
Focus on biomechanics.
Last, this is a great time period to focus on
improving your running biomechanics. There are
two simple/important things nearly all runners can
improve. First, is their running posture. During
each run, I recommend you take some time to
focus on important aspects for about one minute
at a time. Then, rotate to the next one. For your
running posture, focus on keeping your shoulders
back, chest out, your spine “rock solid”, your pelvis
“locked in” and stable. Second, is your cadence (or
step rate). Try to run with a high and athletic steprate. Keep your arms very relaxed. Concentrate on
using your upper torso to rotate your arms (instead
of “pumping” your arms). Also, concentrate on
popping the ground with your feet (short contact
time) and popping your knees up. Hit the ground
and go! Take short, athletic steps instead of long
and powerful steps. Keep track of your step rate
and see if you can get each foot to take 80-90
steps per minute instead of 60-70 steps per minute.
Some final recommendations I have are to avoid
listening to music during outdoor runs. I mostly
say this because I keep seeing runners listening to
music and lose awareness of cars! Instead, it would
be great to learn to concentrate on your mechanics
and slip into your own rhythm. Also, don’t carry a
phone or water in your hand. This can dramatically
alter your arm swing and have “downstream”
affects that make your leg land in a “dangerous” or
inefficient position. I see this a lot in our Running
Lab.
Take care everyone.

The Starting Line / Written by Everett Crum

“Don’t Let The Old Man In”
Just prior to the 42nd running of JTC Running’s Gate River Run 15k, I came across a music video written
by Toby Keith, the country singer. As the story goes, it seems that he and Clint Eastwood were out playing
golf one evening and Eastwood mentioned that the next day would be his 88th birthday.
Toby inquired, “what are you going to do?”
Clint said, “well, I start shooting a new movie tomorrow.”
Toby then asked, “what keeps you going?”
Eastwood replied, “I get up every morning and I don’t let the old man in.”
Clint Eastwood is noted for his many enduring movie comments such as, “make my day,” “there are
just two kinds of people; those with guns and those who dig. You dig, ” and “do you feel lucky, well, do
you, punk?” But this comment burned in Keith’s memory and he later wrote a song about it. He sent it to
Eastwood to consider making a music video. Clint agreed, and the music video of Clint Eastwood’s “Don’t
Let The Old Man In” was born. It’s a beautiful haunting ballad showing the aging Eastwood going about
his daily activities.
I liked the video so much that I sent it to a few of my older running friends. One runner (a “Streaker”)
replied that he would “carry” this song as a positive incentive to get through the Gate River Run, and I did
too. Though I hadn’t done the GRR in over ten years, I had no problems. I did the course with a friend of
mine and she pulled me through. It was a PW (personal worst) for me, but it’s not about time anymore, it’s
just getting to the finish line. The whole GRR affair is a joyful experience and afterwards it’s like a meeting
of old friends, many that we only see once a year, at the Gate River Run. We can all thank JTC Running
and Race Director Doug Alred for keeping this great run alive, and thus the yearly gathering of old friends,
or as the Scottish would say, for “Auld Lang Syne.”
Thanks also to Toby Keith and Clint Eastwood for a song that I can relate to, “Don’t Let The Old Man In”.
Here are the words:
I wanna leave this alone

Don’t let the old man in

Can’t leave it up to him

Many moons I have lived

He’s knocking on my door

My body’s weathered and worn

And I knew all of my life

Ask yourself how old would you be

That someday it would end

If you didn’t know the day you were born

Get up and go outside

When he rides up on his horse

Don’t let the old man in

And you feel that cold bitter wind

Many moons I have lived
My body’s weathered and worn
Ask yourself how old would you be
If you didn’t know the day you were born
Try to love on your wife
And stay close to your friends

Look out the window and smile
Don’t let the old man in
Look out the window and smile
Don’t let the old man in
For the old (and soon-to-be-old) folks
Run well, Everett Crum

Toast each sundown with wine
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Thank You

2020 GATE RIVER RUN PARTICIPANTS.
BECAUSE OF YOU IT WAS A GREAT SUCCESS!
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Weekly Training Runs
Sunday 6:30 am, Mandarin: Various locations and
distance. See Facebook page at www.facebook.com/pg/
JaxSundayRun/posts/ NO Facebook account necessary

Wednesday 5:30 am, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training, (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith, smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730

Sunday 6:30 am, Atlantic Beach: Atlantic Bl.
& 1st Street. 5-10 miles. Contact: Linda White
(C) 662-4928 whitelindab@bellsouth.net

Wednesday 5:30 pm, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith, smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730

Sunday 6:30 am, Orange Park: IIHOP, Blanding Bl.
3-6 miles.The "Has-Beens" not a run, just a walk..
John Powers 264-8024
john powers @floridapowertrain.com

Wednesday 6:30 pm, Jax Beach: 1st Place Sports
various runs designed to improve your running.
Contact: Simon 270-2221

Sunday 8:00 am, Jax Trails Group Run:
visit Jax Group Trail Running on Facebook
Monday 5:00 pm, Bridges Run: River City Brewing Co.
2-6 miles. Acosta & Main St. Bridges.
Contact: Bill Krause billkrause615@gmail.com
904-860-9189
Tuesday 5:45 am, San Marco: Southside Methodist
Church 5-6 miles. 7-8:30 pace.
Contact: JC Pinto, 655-1044
Tuesday 6:30 pm, Baymeadows: Wicked Barley on
Baymeadows. Close to 1st Place Sports, 3.5 and 5 mile
routes. Enjoy great food and beer afterwards.
(The Wicked Road Warriors). Steve Sassa (904) 860-0053
Disclaimer on Weekly Workout Sessions:

Wednesday 6:30 pm, San Marco: 1st Place Sports/
Aardwolf Brewery, 4 miles, includes bridges.
Contact: 399-8880
Thursday 6:00 pm, Tapestry Park: 1st Place Sports,
Bottlenose Brewing, 3-6 miles. Contact: 620-9991
Thursday 6:30 pm, Springfield: Hyperion Brewery,
3-4 miles
Contact: Bill Dunn, wmdunn222@gmail.com
Friday 5:40 am, Mandarin: Beauclerc, Forest Circle,
7.5 miles. Contact: Paul Smith, smithfccj@hotmail.com,
982-3730
Saturday 7 am: Starbucks Oakleaf, 9660 Argyle Forest
Bl. 5.6-miles all paces and walkers.
Contact: Jon Guthrie 662-7644. jonguthrie@comcast.net

The Wednesday morning and afternoon sessions at the Bolles School are sanctioned by JTC Running and open only to registered members.
Information on all other sessions is provided as a courtesy only. JTC Running does not sanction, manage, or insure these workouts.

